Abstract-Due to the number of cloud providers, as well as the extensive collection of services, cloud computing provides very flexible environments, where resources and services can be provisioned and released on demand. However, reconfiguration and adaptation mechanisms in cloud environments are very heterogeneous and often exhibit complex constraints. For example, when reconfiguring a cloud system, a set of available services may be dependent on previous choices, or there may be alternative ways of adapting the system, with different impacts on performance, costs or reconfiguration time.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the cloud computing paradigm, computing resources are delivered to customers as services at different levels of abstraction, such as infrastructure, platform and software [1] . Each cloud computing provider offers a different set of services, such as processing power, network communication, virtual machines, containers, software packages, application servers, databases, development and management tools, etc. When deploying an application to the cloud, customers can select a set of services to build a cloud environment that supports their applications' requirements.
However, cloud providers are very heterogeneous, and each provider may have a different set of complex rules governing the selection of services. To deal with this complexity, recent works [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] have proposed the use of software product line (SPL) techniques, such as feature models, to capture the variability of cloud configurations, allowing the automated setup of cloud environments. The cloud computing model also supports rapid provisioning and release of resources [1] , providing mechanisms for reconfiguring an existing environment to cope with new application requirements or context changes. The high variability in cloud configuration, together with the support for dynamic provisioning, makes dynamic software product lines (DSPLs) a promising approach to build adaptive cloud environments.
However, mechanisms offered for adapting cloud environments may differ substantially between providers, and complex constraints may also apply to reconfigurations. Depending on providers, the same context or requirements change may require a different set of reconfiguration operations. Even within the same provider, multiple alternative ways of performing the same reconfiguration may be offered, each one with a different impact on performance, costs and downtime. Additionally, choices made in the initial or previous configurations may affect the set of available future reconfigurations, thus changing the system's variability over its lifecycle. In a sense, reconfigurations in cloud systems are not stateless, they depend on the system's current and past configurations, but this information is not captured in DSPLs.
Previous work on DSPLs [6] , [7] highlight the importance of guaranteeing a safe transition from a valid initial configuration to a target configuration. However, in most DSPL approaches verification is restricted to checking if a target configuration complies to its variability model. In existing approaches, there is no regard about how the system transitions between configurations, if there are any constraints over these transitions, or if multiple alternatives are available.
In this paper, we propose extending feature models with temporal constraints and reconfiguration operations to model the variability of DSPLs. We introduce reconfiguration operations to enable describing multiple alternative reconfiguration paths, together with their associated costs. We demonstrate how principles from model checking can be used to implement reasoning over these concepts, allowing us to check for reconfiguration request validity and to find reconfigurations that meet a specific criteria (e.g., downtime, costs). Finally, we evaluate our approach with a use case on adaptive cloud computing environments.
In Section II, we discuss the motivation for using temporal constraints in dynamic software product lines for cloud computing. In Section III, we define the semantics of temporal logic constraints and reconfiguration operations on feature models. Section IV describes the implementation of a tool for automated reasoning over feature models with temporal constraints and reconfiguration operations. Finally, we discuss related work in Section VI and the conclusions in Section VII.
II. MOTIVATION
When a cloud environment is initially setup for an application, it is conceived to support initial application requirements. However, as application requirements evolve or the system load changes, its environment should be reconfigured to deal with these new requirements. These changes may include the provisioning of extra resources such as virtual machines or application containers when more requests arrive, or upgrading to a larger database plan as the system starts having more users, or changing the application framework to cope with application evolution.
Systems that exhibit runtime variability, such as cloud environments, are candidates for employing a DSPL architecture. DSPLs leverage concepts and engineering foundations from SPL to support the construction of adaptive systems [8] . The core element of both approaches is a variability model that specifies variation points in which members of a product line can differ. Feature models are widely used to model variability in product line approaches, and many methods for their automated analysis are available [9] .
In DSPL approaches, feature models may be enriched with context [10] and binding time [11] , [12] , [13] information. A reconfiguration is usually triggered by monitored context features or another system component requesting the inclusion (exclusion) of a set of features to (from) the current configuration. Techniques for automated analysis of feature models are then used to verify if the requested configuration is valid according to feature model structure and constraints. Once a target configuration is validated, adaptation mechanisms from the underlying platform (e.g., component models, reflection, models@runtime) are used to enact the it.
However in cloud computing, reconfiguration mechanisms may vary according to the provider, and even for the same provider different services may have different reconfiguration support. While some services may allow their settings to be updated at runtime, others may require a service restart or still a complete redeployment of the service.
A. Motivating example
To illustrate the problems faced while managing variability and adaption in cloud environments we present an example from the Heroku PaaS provider. The feature model in Fig. 1 describes part of the variability in the configuration of Heroku PaaS. In Heroku, users can define application projects that include support for development in a given programming language such as Java, Ruby or PHP and a set of additional cloud services such as databases, caching, monitoring tools, etc. They can also choose a geographical region (US or EU) in which the application project should be deployed and cloud services may be available at different plans (M1, M2, H1, H2, S1, S2, etc), with different capabilities and costs.
While initially setting up an application project, customers have access to all cloud services, and can select any configuration that complies with the feature model. However, after the initial setup, reconfigurations may be limited by the initial choices or require extra operations. Below we present some of • MySQL database plan. Four different plans are available for the ClearDB MySQL service, each one with different storage and pricing. Heroku provides support for upgrading directly from a smaller to a larger plan 1 , however it does not support downgrading to a smaller plan. Thus, once a choice is made, future reconfigurations should not consider smaller plans, even if the feature model describe it as a possible alternative.
• PostgreSQL database plan. Heroku Postgres provides a wide range of service plans classified into three categories: Hobby, Standard and Premium ( Fig. 1 depicts only Hobby H1, H2 and Standard S1, S2 but Heroku provides a total of 17 different service plans). Heroku proposes two ways to upgrade or downgrade between different plans 2 . The first way relies on the use of pgcopy tool, and requires a downtime of about 3 minutes per GB. The second method creates a follower database with the new desired plan and waits until it syncs with the original database. This process can take several hours, in which additional costs for maintaining two databases should be considered, but downtime is minimal or unnoticeable. Reconfigurations from or to Hobby plans are only possible with the pgcopy method.
• Framework type. Changing the framework 3 (buildpack) can be achieved by updating a configuration variable and redeploying the application code. The executing instances of the application server are restarted.
• Application container size. Application container instances (called dynos in Heroku) can be easily resized at runtime 4 by resetting the size attribute. Heroku platform will take care of alternately replacing instances of previous size by new instances of the requested size.
• Application location. Changing the location of an application project requires migrating it to another data center 5 and therefore implies a series of complex operations. This may include the migration of application code and data. Similar to the examples above, this can be achieved in different ways by combining different operations, with different effects on costs, downtime and performance of the application during migration. Even from this simple example, we can notice that cloud environments may be subject to complex constraints governing when and how a new configuration can be reached. Existing DSPL approaches do not provide enough support for modeling or reasoning over reconfigurations constraints and are restricted to verification of the structural variability.
B. Challenges
We wish to provide support for automated reasoning on reconfigurations in cloud systems. As each cloud provider may exhibit different (re)configuration constraints, we need a generic, provider-agnostic way of defining and reasoning over them. In this paper, we investigate how reconfiguration constraints can be added to feature models to support modeling and reasoning over cloud environments adaptation. More specifically, we try to tackle the following challenges.
• Model temporal constraints on DSPLs. How 
III. MODELING DSPL ADAPTATION
Previous works [6] , [7] on DSPL highlight the need for adaptive systems to perform safe transitions between configurations. According to Morin et al. [6] , systems should evolve through a safe migration path between configurations, while Hubaux et al. [7] say that transitions should not only consider static constraints of a variability model but also the "dynamic constraints determining the allowed transitions between configurations".
In spite of it, existing works on DSPLs provide little support for reasoning over transitions between configurations. In most approaches, verification is limited to checking if a target configuration conforms to a variability model.
In some approaches, the variability model is augmented with context features [14] , [15] , [16] , [10] or binding time [11] , [13] information. Still, verification is restricted to monitoring context changes, checking what features need to be (de)selected and verifying if these features can be rebound at runtime.
According to [17] , [6] , [18] a DSPL can be abstracted as a reactive transition system [19] in which states represent valid system configurations and state transitions define system adaptations. The variability model is therefore a compact notation for describing a DSPL transition system. By using a variability model we eliminate the need to enumerate all possible system configurations and transitions.
However, as a variability model abstracts away from its underlying transition system, it fails to capture any restriction that may exist on the transitions between configurations. By introducing temporal constraints and reconfiguration operations we give first class status to these transitions while looking for a compromise between full specification of a transition system and the more abstract view based on variability models.
A. Preliminary definitions
In the following paragraphs, we go over definitions for feature models, transition systems and DSPLs. Then, we introduce temporal constraints and reconfiguration operations to DSPLs. 
From this definition, a DSPL can be seen as transition system in which each state represents a possible configuration according to the feature model. The system can start at any configuration and transition to any other possible configuration.
B. Temporal constraints
A temporal property [21] defines a condition over the execution paths of a transition system. A system is said to satisfy a given property if all of its possible execution paths satisfy the property. Thus, a temporal property specifies the admissible or desired behavior of a system over time.
Definition 4: Let T = (S, I, R, AP, L) be a transition system, a temporal property P ⊆ S ω over T is a set of execution paths over the states of T . The transition system T satisfies the property P , written
Temporal properties are commonly used in model checking [19] to verify if a system exhibits a certain behavior, but can also be used to specify how the system should behave. Adding temporal properties to DSPL specification allows us to constrain the transitions between configurations to only those that satisfy the property. Thus, by combining feature models with temporal constraints we can define more precisely the adaptive behavior of a DSPL.
The semantics of a transition system and temporal properties are defined by sets of execution paths over system states. Transition systems and properties can be treated as languages over the set of system states. The execution paths are infinite words over the alphabet Σ = S. Thus, given a transition system T S, we say L(T S) is the language that represents all possible executions of T S. Similarly, for a property P , L(P ) is the language that represents all the possible executions that satisfy P . The intersection of L(T S) ∩ L(P ) is the set of execution paths of T S that satisfy P .
Therefore, given a feature model M and a set of properties
That is a transition system whose execution paths are infinite sequences of configurations for feature model M that conform to all temporal properties in φ.
Linear temporal logic (LTL) [19] is one of the most commonly used formalisms for expressing temporal properties and can represent a subset of the class of ω-regular properties. ω-regular properties correspond to the class of ω-regular languages, an extension of regular languages to infinite words.
In our work, we employ LTL as a formalism for defining temporal constraints, but other notations [19] could also be used applying the same principles. In LTL, formulas are composed of a finite set of atomic propositions AP , boolean connectors such as ¬, ∧, ∨, →, and temporal logical operators U (until), (next time), (always) and (eventually). Given p ∈ AP , the syntax of an LTL formula can be defined by the following grammar:
Besides the standard boolean logic operators, LTL temporal operators can be defined in terms of the (next) and U (until) operators. The intuitive semantics of these operators is that φ means that proposition φ should hold in the next state of a path. Thus the formula φ ∧ ψ defines the φ should hold in the current state and ψ should hold in the next state. The until operator defines that a a proposition should hold until another becomes true. Therefore φ U ψ means that φ should hold from now on up to when ψ becomes true.
When defining temporal constraints over feature models the set of atomic propositions is defined by the set of features.
Thus, an atomic proposition is true at a given state if the corresponding feature is selected in the corresponding configuration.
Using LTL we can express some constraints shown in the motivating example in Section II-A. In the case of constraints on downgrading MySQL database plan, we could use the following LTL formula to define that a configuration using plan M 2 cannot be downgraded to use M 1.
Actually, this constraint expresses that at any point in time ( ), if the system goes though a state in which M 2 is selected, then M 1 should not eventually (¬ ) be selected in the future.
As part of the class of ω-regular languages, LTL formulas are closed under union and intersection. Thus, given LTL formulas φ and
. Therefore, multiple temporal constraints defined as LTL formulas can be combined into a single formula that represents the intersection of their corresponding languages.
From an LTL formula φ, we can build a corresponding Büchi automaton A φ that accepts exactly the infinite sequences of states that comply with φ. Büchi automata are an extension of finite automata for ω-regular languages and thus can be composed with a transition system to obtain another transition system that represents the intersection of both languages.
Thus, given a feature model and a temporal constraint, we can define a DSPL transition system whose execution paths are sequences of feature model configurations that conform with the temporal constraint.
Definition 5: Given a feature model M and a LTL formula φ, we can build DSPL with temporal constraints as
That is, the synchronized product between the transition system for the DSPL defined by M , and the Büchi automata for φ.
As discussed earlier, a feature model M defines a corresponding transition system DSP L(M ) in which there are transitions between any two possible feature model configurations. The goal of including temporal constraints is to limit these transitions and express the actual variability of the system over time.
By combining a feature model with temporal constraints we can define a DSPL's adaptive behavior in a compact way. Temporal constraints can be defined using well-known LTL logical formalism, which can be transformed into a Büchi automaton and combined with the feature model into a transition system.
C. Reconfiguration operations
In the previous section we introduced temporal constraints to feature models to define properties over a DSPL's adaptive behavior. For the analysis of temporal properties, we did not consider any actions or labeling of transitions and analysis was strictly state-based.
However, as seen in the motivating example, reconfiguring a cloud environment may require executing some operations such as migrating a database, restarting services, redeploying an application project, etc. Each of these operations may have different impacts on the application cost and performance, and therefore should be considered during the reconfiguration process.
For modeling a DSPL with reconfiguration operations we rely on the definition of doubly labeled transition systems (L 2 T S) [22] , in which both states and actions can be labeled with atomic propositions. In the literature, other similar notations such as labeled Kripke structures [23] and mixed transition systems [24] have also been used for state/actionbased analysis.
Definition 6: A L 2 T S is a tuple T = (S, I, Act, R, AP, L) where S is a finite set of system states, I is the set of initial states, Act is a finite set of transition actions, R ⊆ S×2 Act ×S is the transition relation, AP is a set of atomic propositions and L : S → 2 AP is a state-labeling function. An execution path of t is an infinite sequence of states and sets of actions
This definition extends Kripke structures with a set of actions that can be part of a transition. In the context of a DSPL these actions represent reconfiguration operations required to adapt the system from a current configuration to a new desired configuration.
An L 2 TS enables describing a DSPL transition system considering reconfiguration operations. However, as mentioned earlier, completely specifying a DSPL transition system is unfeasible due to the large number of states and potential transitions. As in the case of temporal constraints, it would be more valuable to have a declarative language that enables describing in which cases reconfiguration operations are needed.
State/Event Linear Temporal Logic (SE-LTL) [23] is an extension of LTL to support expressing temporal properties over states and actions. SE-LTL is very similar to LTL, but allows for temporal logic state/event formulas over state atomic propositions and actions. Given p ∈ AP and a ∈ Act, the syntax of an SE-LTL formula is defined by the following grammar:
Semantics differ slightly as an SE-LTL property may also include constraints over actions. In these cases, an action holds at a given state in an execution path if it is part of the transition immediately after it. Thus, given an execution path ρ = s 0 , α 0 , s 1 , α 1 , s 2 , . .. , action a ∈ Act holds at state i iff a ∈ α i . Note that the transition relation R ⊆ S ×2 Act ×S is defined over the power set of actions and each transition can have multiple actions. The semantics of logical and temporal operators is the same as in LTL.
Using the SE-LTL we can express constraints from the motivating example given in Section II-A that involve operations and features. For instance, we could express the rule that changing the geographical region requires migrating the application as follows:
This constraint defines that whenever the location feature is changed from US to EU or vice-versa, the M igrateApp operation should be executed. Therefore, by employing SE-LTL we can define temporal and propositional constraints over features and reconfiguration operations.
Considering temporal constraints and reconfiguration operations we can redefine the syntax and semantics of DSPLs based on a feature model.
Definition 7: Given a feature model M = (F, C) and a set of reconfiguration operations OP, we can define the corresponding DSPL as a doubly labeled transition system such that DSP L(M, OP ) = (S, I, Act, R, AP, L), where
This definition extends DSPLs based on a feature model with a set of reconfiguration operations. The obtained transition system allows transitioning between any feature model configuration by executing any combination of reconfiguration operations. As in the case of LTL formulas, SE-LTL can also be used to build a Büchi automaton [23] that can be combined with the transition system obtained from the feature model and reconfiguration operations to limit the allowed transitions.
Definition 8: Given a feature model M , a set of reconfiguration operations OP and a SE-LTL formula φ, we build a transition system
That is the synchronized product, as defined in [23] , of the transition system obtained from the feature model and reconfiguration operations with the Büchi automaton that accepts the property defined by the formula φ.
D. Reconfiguration operation costs
Reconfiguration operations may result in downtime, performance loss, or additional costs during reconfiguration. In our motivating example, migrating a PostgreSQL database using pgcopy requires about 3 minutes of downtime per GB according to Heroku documentation. However, syncing a follower database may take hours, and adds the expense of a second database, but has minimal to no downtime.
To calculate the cost of applying a reconfiguration, we assume that cloud providers supply a set of cost functions C = {c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , . ..}, where each function c i ∈ C is specific to a type of cost (e.g., downtime, performance penalty, monetary cost) and takes as argument any reconfiguration operation op ∈ OP .
Since many cost functions require access to the current system configuration and load, we feel that providers are in the best position to provide such functions. However, many cost functions can be created, as we have done, by studying the provider's documentation. These serve as utility functions that can be used to optimize a higher-level fitness function that is written by the user. Furthermore, the units returned by a cost function (e.g., seconds, dollars, percentage) do not need be standardized, nor do the same cost functions need to be applied across providers. Because users will invoke this functions explicitly, we only require that the user understand the function, the units returned by the function, and how to interpret them.
Introducing temporal constraints on DSPLs enables us to express detailed constraints on how variability can be applied to the system over its lifetime. Reconfiguration operations allow describing and analyzing the different ways of effecting a reconfiguration, as well as making explicit the constraints between features and operation. Finally, cost functions provide a means of understanding the side-effects of reconfigurations and for optimizing the user's extra-functional requirements, such as downtime or cost. Together these constructs support modeling adaptation constraints in cloud environments that cannot be captured with variability models.
IV. REASONING ON DSPL ADAPTATION
The previous section presented how we define a DSPL as a transition system, and how temporal constraints can be combined with feature models to better capture a DSPL's adaptation behavior over time. In this section we discuss implementing a reasoner for identifying a reconfiguration plan given a reconfiguration request.
A. Reconfiguration query
Adaptations in a DSPL are usually triggered by requests to include or remove a set of features from the current configuration, or by changes in monitored context features. In both cases, we have a current system configuration and a high-level change request that specifies which features should be included or excluded. From these, we want to identify the set of possible reconfigurations that will move the system to a target state that conforms to the requested change. In addition, according to system preferences, we may also be interested in finding a reconfiguration that meets some criteria, such as having no downtime or minimizing costs.
Definition 9: A reconfiguration query q = (A, E, ψ) is defined by a set A of features that should be part of the target configuration, a set E of features that should not be part of the target configuration, and a condition ψ over the reconfiguration transition. This condition can be defined over reconfiguration cost functions. Given c ∈ C and i ∈ N, a condition is defined over the following grammar:
A condition ψ defines a predicate over transitions based on the estimated costs of executing their reconfiguration operations. Thus, given a query q with condition ψ = c relop i, we have the predicate g q over 2
Act defined as
c(a) relop i

For conditions that employ logical operators (i.e. ∧, ∨, ¬, →)
we can obtain a corresponding predicate by applying these operators to predicates over costs accordingly. Similarly, from feature sets A and E, we can also define a predicate over the set of states S of a transition system that recognizes candidate target configurations as
Given a transition system T = (S, I, Act, R, AP, L), its current state s and reconfiguration query q = (A, E, ψ), we can define the set of possible reconfigurations as
A reconfiguration includes a target state and a set of reconfiguration actions for moving the system to the target states. The reconfigurations returned by function N T are those for which the target states and reconfiguration actions comply with the predicates defined by the reconfiguration query.
B. Optimization query
Besides finding a set of possible reconfigurations for a given query, one may be interested in identifying optimal reconfigurations. with minimum monetary costs or downtime. 
C. Symbolic representation
From a system current configuration and reconfiguration query, we are interested in finding one or many possible target configurations. From the transition system of a DSPL, we can identify the possible reconfigurations by looking at the transitions outgoing the current system state and searching for the ones that agree with the reconfiguration query. However, as discussed earlier, explicitly building a DSPL transition system is often unfeasible due to the large number of possible states and transitions.
One approach to deal with this problem is to build a symbolic representation of the transition system. The idea behind symbolic representation is to represent sets of system states and the transition relation as a propositional formula. Set operations can then be implemented as logical operations between propositional formulas and set membership by solving satisfiability. Thus, the set of states in a transition system can be defined by a propositional formula over the set of atomic propositions using substantially less space than the number of possible states.
A feature model can also be seen as a symbolic representation of the set of valid configurations for a system. A model with n features can describe a system with up to 2 n possible configurations. In addition, a feature model can also be represented as a propositional formula [25] , for which the satisfiable assignments represent the set of valid configurations.
Let T = (S, I, Act, R, AP, L) be a transition system, the transition relation R ⊆ S × 2 Act × S can be defined by a propositional formula over AP ∪ Act ∪ AP . For representing a transition system as a propositional formula we need to define two sets of propositional variables, representing the set of atomic propositions AP at the source and target states. Here we have AP = {p | p ∈ AP } as a copy of atomic propositions that represent the labeling in a target state. Besides this, we have to consider transition actions that may occur between any two states, represented by Act.
For each state in a transition system, the labeling function
AP defines exactly what are the atomic propositions that hold at a given state. For any state s ∈ S, we may define a propositional formula that uniquely identifies this state as
Similarly, every transition (s, α, t) in the transition relation R ⊆ S × 2
Act × S has a set of transition actions a ∈ α. For any set of transition actions, we may define a propositional formula that uniquely identifies it as
Relying on these functions that uniquely identify a set of actions and a state, we can define a transition relation by the following propositional formula
Thus, from any state s ∈ S the set of outgoing transitions can be represented by the propositional formula
Based on this we can obtain a propositional formula that represents the set of transitions that can be obtained by a reconfiguration query. So, given a reconfiguration query q = (A, E, ψ) and current state s, we can obtain the propositional formula
that defines the set of transitions from state s that are possible according to query q. By solving satisfiability over the formula we can find the set of possible reconfiguration alternatives complying with the query.
Here, we showed how we can represent a transition system symbolically by a propositional formula and use satisfiability solving to find a set of transitions that support a given query. However, we are not interested in building a symbolic representation from a complete transition system, but directly from a feature model extended with temporal constraints and reconfiguration operations.
As mentioned earlier, if we do not consider temporal constraints, a DSPL defined by a feature model can transition between any two valid configurations. So, given a feature model M , we have a propositional formula M that defines the set of allowed configurations [[M ]] F M and a set of operations OP , we can define the propositional formula for the transition relation as
An LTL formula can also be transformed into a propositional formula [26] , [27] , that symbolically defines an equivalent transition relation. The obtained propositional formula is defined over the atomic propositions included in the formula, which in the DSPL case can be features or operations. From an LTL formula φ, we obtain a propositional formula I φ that defines the set of states in which φ holds and R φ that defines the transition relation. Thus, from a feature model M and an LTL formula φ we can obtain the propositional formulas I Mφ = m ∧ I φ that represents the set of valid configurations at the initial state, and
that represents the set of allowed transitions between system states. Similarly, the set of valid transitions from a given current state s is defined by the formula
Once we have a propositional formula that represents the set of valid transitions from a current state, we can use a SAT solver to find what are the possible transitions. So, given a reconfiguration query q = (A, E, ψ) without any optimization goal or cost constraints (ψ = true), we can obtain a valid transitions by finding a satisfiable assignment to the formula
If there are cost constraints (ψ = true), we can use support from Pseudo-Boolean SAT solvers [28] for encoding linear inequalities as boolean constraints. Similarly an optimization request can be encoded using Pseudo-Boolean SAT optimization [29] .
Symbolic representation of transition systems enables to express the sets of states and the transition relation as a propositional boolean formula. From a given feature model and LTL formula, we can obtain a corresponding transition system as well as its symbolic representation. Given a reconfiguration query, we can use SAT solvers to reason over the system's symbolic representation and identify a valid transition from a current state.
V. EVALUATION
To assess the use of temporal constraints and reconfiguration operations in DSPLs, we evaluate them in the context of a case study on the Heroku PaaS provider. Our goal is to validate the feasibility of the proposed approach in modeling configuration constraints of cloud providers, as well as the performance of evaluating reconfiguration requests.
A. Tool implementation
Before presenting the evaluation results, we give a brief overview of our implementation of the proposed approach.
To support specifying a DSPL, we designed a domainspecific language to define feature models with cross-tree constraints on features, and temporal constraints on both reconfiguration operations and features. From the feature diagram and cross-tree constraints, we generate a propositional formula that correspond to a symbolic representation of the set of valid configurations for the DSPL. From temporal constraints, described as LTL formulas, we also obtain a symbolic representation of the DSPL's transition relation. These are then combined into propositional formulas that describe the DSPL's transition system as defined in Section IV. In both cases, we implemented well-known algorithms presented in previous work [25] , [26] , [27] .
To perform a reconfiguration or optimization query, we convert the query into a propositional formula that represents the set of valid reconfigurations that comply with the query. We then find candidate reconfigurations by solving satisfiability over the combined formulas of the query and the DSPL's transition system.
As described in Section IV, the symbolic representation of transition systems enables to express the sets of states and the transition relation as a propositional boolean formula. We use the SAT4J 6 solver and the LogicNG 7 library for encoding Pseudo-Boolean constraints that involve cost functions. The implementation was largely written in Groovy with small parts in Java.
B. Case study
For our case study we designed a feature model containing the features and constraints described in Section II. which was augmented with data extracted from the Heroku website. 6 http://www.sat4j.org/ 7 https://github.com/logic-ng We obtained information on 161 addon cloud services from different categories, such as data storage, networking, security, management tools, etc. We automatically extracted, from each addon's webpage, the information on service plans, region availability and language support. From region availability information, we generated cross-tree constraints for 113 services that are not available in every region. Similarly, 66 constraints were generated from language support information. Additionally, for each addon with multiple service plans we generated a reconfiguration operation, and a corresponding temporal constraint, associating the operation to changing the addon plan.
The resulting Heroku feature model consists of 1036 features, 124 operations, 134 cross-tree constraints and 124 temporal constraints. We also defined two cost functions, price and downtime, that estimate, respectively, the monetary cost and the downtime of performing a reconfiguration operation. Fig. 2 shows an extract from this feature model, defined in the domain-specific language that was designed as part of our tool implementation. The extract includes a part of the feature model hierarchical structure as well as some temporal constraints between feature changes and reconfiguration operations.
C. Experimental setup
To evaluate reconfigurations in Heroku PaaS environments, we designed a set of 4 adaptation scenarios, defined in Table I , that represent example adaptations. For each scenario, we executed 5 different kinds of queries, including restrictions and optimizations on price and downtime. These experiments were run for 3 different utilization profiles that represent application metrics at the moment a reconfiguration is triggered. In our experiment, we considered application and database size, as well as application startup time. These metrics are used because they affect reconfiguration costs, but other information available from the executing environment could be used, in conjunction with new operation cost functions, as well.
For each combination of adaptation scenario, query and utilization profile we measured the time required to find one valid reconfiguration. Besides this, we also measured the time required to build a symbolic representation of a DSPL transition system from the Heroku feature model. We executed each combination 12 times, leading to a total of 720 individual query evaluations. All experiments were run on a late 2013 MacBook Pro Laptop with a 2 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 8GB of memory.
D. Results
In Table II we present the minimum, maximum and average times of executing each of the measured processing operations. The first line shows the time required to build a symbolic representation of the transition system, which includes the time to translate the feature model diagram and LTL formulas into propositional formulas. The second line shows the time required to find a valid reconfiguration from a given query. This includes the time to translate the query into a propositional formula and solve satisfiability. The following lines shows results for executions grouped by the kind of query. As defined in Table I , we have reconfiguration queries without cost constraints (1), with cost constraints (2, 3) and optimization queries (4, 5) .
The process step that required the most time was the construction of a symbolic representation for the transition system (average of 8777ms). However, this representation only needs to be built once and can then be used for executing multiple reconfiguration queries. From analysis of the execution times for reconfiguration queries we can see that those including constraints on cost functions are the ones that required more time to be executed (average of 224.23ms). This is mainly due to the time required to encode Pseudo-Boolean constraints on cost functions as propositional formulas. For the other kinds of queries, most of time is spent on solving the boolean satisfiability problem that we encode. Fig. 3 , shows a distribution of execution time for different kinds of queries. From this chart, we can see that queries 2 and 3, that rely on cost constraints take substantially longer than other kinds of queries. Besides this, queries that combine different cost functions (3 and 5) take usually longer than with just one cost function (2 and 4).
E. Threats to validity
The feature model for Heroku used in our evaluation was built from information obtained through documentation and structured data available on their website. This means the variability and constraints considered may not be exhaustive and there might be new constraints that are not supported by our approach. Also, the cost functions defined for our experiments return arbitrary values. More realistic cost functions should rely on better information retrieved from the cloud environment and the current configuration. Nevertheless, more precise cost functions (e.g., that return a better estimate), would not affect the performance or the modeling capacity of the approach since we only rely on the return values.
We evaluated our approach using one case study that applies to cloud computing. And although we have identified similar concerns in other systems where temporal constraints exist and are not modeled using unified or homogeneous mechanisms, we have not evaluated our approach in these cases. Hence, we are optimistic that our approach is applicable to other providers, to other scenarios, and to other domains, but this must be verified.
VI. RELATED WORK
Featured Transition Systems are a variant of transition systems designed to describe the combined behavior of an entire system family [30] , [31] . Temporal logic is used for defining properties to be checked against systems that are part of a Software Product Line (SPL). However, their goal is to use model checking to verify temporal properties over a family of related systems, while ours is to define the adaptive behavior of a Dynamic Software Product Line (DSPL).
In many DSPL approaches, variation points are augmented with binding time information [12] to specify when features can or must be (de)activated, such as during compilation, configuration, start-up, runtime, etc. In [13] , Bürdek et al. propose an approach for defining constraints over binding times, making it possible to indirectly define some temporal properties through constraints between features and binding times. However, in cloud environments, each cloud service may exhibit a different and independent lifecycle, and temporal constraints are not limited to binding time.
In [32] , reconfiguration actions are used to update a system's architecture as a result of a dynamic reconfiguration. This concept is similar to reconfiguration operations used in our approach, but there is no support to evaluate the costs of actions nor to reason over multiple alternative reconfiguration paths.
In Genie [33] , variability models are combined with transition diagrams that define how a system can adapt between its different variants. However, when the number of system variants is very large, fully defining its transition diagram can quickly become unfeasible. In our work, we employ temporal logic notation to define a system's allowed transitions, which enables to define the adaptive behavior in a declarative way.
In [34] , authors propose to use temporal logic for specifying reconfigurable component-based systems. Similar to our work, temporal logic is used to declaratively define how a system can be reconfigured.
A few recent works propose the use of DSPLs to manage adaptive cloud systems. In [35] and [36] , variability from applications and their running cloud environment are combined to build applications that can adapt their behavior and executing environment. In [37] , authors propose an architecture for changing the structure and configuration options of feature models at runtime, allowing the dynamic evolution of the system's variability rather than the system itself.
Our approach shares with previous work the use of variability models and transition systems to support the modeling and management of adaptive systems. However, as cloud environments offer heterogeneous adaptation mechanisms there may also be complex constraints governing when and how a system can be adapted. Our work differs from previous work by combining variability models with temporal logic to support a declarative definition of adaptive systems with complex adaptation constraints.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose the use of temporal constraints on variability models, which allows specifying a Dynamic Software Product Line's adaptive behavior. The need for temporal constraints arised from the complex reconfiguration constraints that we identified when managing the lifecycle of adaptive cloud systems. We integrated temporal properties and reconfiguration operations into the definition of DSPLs to support expressing these constraints and reasoning over them to find valid adaptations when a context change is identified.
Based on concepts from model checking, we implemented a tool for checking a reconfiguration query against the current system configuration. Our tool finds valid target configurations, as well as sets of reconfiguration operations required to update the cloud environment to the target configurations. We evaluated the approach with a use case for the Heroku PaaS cloud provider. The approach enabled us to define many existing constraints that were not supported by previous DSPL approaches and reason over them with low performance overhead. The prototype implementation and results can be found in the accompanying site 8 . We plan to investigate how these concepts can be applied to build multi-cloud adaptive environments, that is, cloud systems composed of services operating across different providers. In this case, reconfigurations may involve multiple providers and the system needs to coordinate multiple DSPLs with different variability and adaptation constraints. We are currently planning a experiment with developers to evaluate the approach in multi-cloud adaptation scenarios. Another research direction is to use temporal properties to support variability evolution in cloud providers. As temporal properties define the allowed transitions in a system, they could be used to define valid reconfigurations for running systems when structural variability is updated.
